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When a professional states, "Your son or daughter has Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)", it is
enough to make your whole world break apart. What will it mean to be on the autism spectrum?
As the daddy of a daughter with ASD and as a trained psychiatrist who specializes in ASD, Dr.
Michael A. In user-friendly tones, he answers the most commonly asked questions in what it's
actually like to live with ASD, what medications and therapies are available, and the global
influence it is wearing the child's environment. How will this affect schooling, your spiritual
development, and everyday life? These are just some of the questions that will rapidly cross
your mind. Ellis shares personal tales of their 10-yr journey to be able to offer insight and
support for anybody - patient, mother or father, caregiver - traversing the difficulties of autism.
How will this affect your child's life, your life, the life of your family, and others you connect to?
What sorts of medicines, therapies, and alternative methods are used to help manage the
disorder? Ellis offers a holistic watch of what employs diagnosis. What exactly are the monetary
and legal ramifications? By using his wife, Lori Layton Ellis, to supply a mother's perspective, Dr.
Looking after Autism: Practical Guidance from a Parent and Physician delves into each one of
these questions and more.
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This is real life! It covered an excellent breadth of the topics that have come up since my child's
analysis. Whether your son or daughter has been diagnosed or coping with ASD for some time, it
is so interesting learning methods to cope and handle day to day challenges from a father and
doctor who personal kid lives with AU! Michael has done an excellent job with this book Michael
has done an excellent job with this reserve. A must have! It will definatly be considered a book I
would recommend to my clients parents, because they are needing support with the struggles
thier kids and families face.!!! I believe this book is a must have for parents of children with
Autism. Five Stars Amazing resource, easy to read with tons of useful information! MANY
THANKS!! This book gives real perspective to a caregiver! Superb book that covers most of the
topics when dealing with ASD I would recommend this reserve for parents with newly diagnosed
ASD kids. Michael, for a job well performed. As a professional therapist working with ASD
college students in a residential system, as well as raising a daughter with ASD I found this book
helpful and supportive.!! I strongly suggested this book to a care giver. This is a must have book
on the shelf for a treatment giver and clinicians in the field. I specifically like how he can relate
as a expert in the field and a treatment giver of a kid with autism. I was embraced in the points
of this reserve and how it identifies the struggles of a care giver and the obstacles a treatment
giver faces in the looking after their loved ones.
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